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ABSTRACT
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A quantitative understanding of virus removal during aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) in physically and
geochemically heterogeneous aquifers is needed to accurately assess human health risks from viral infections. A
two-dimensional axisymmetric numerical model incorporating processes of virus attachment, detachment, and
inactivation in aqueous and solid phases was developed to systematically evaluate the virus removal performance of ASR schemes. Physical heterogeneity was considered as either layered or randomly distributed hydraulic conductivities (with selected variance and horizontal correlation length). Geochemical heterogeneity in
the aquifer was accounted for using Colloid Filtration Theory to predict the spatial distribution of attachment
rate coefficient. Simulation results demonstrate that the combined effects of aquifer physical heterogeneity and
spatial variability of attachment rate resulted in higher virus concentrations in the recovered water at the ASR
well (i.e. reduced virus removal). While the sticking efficiency of viruses to aquifer sediments was found to
significantly influence virus concentration in the recovered water, the solid phase inactivation under realistic
field conditions combined with the duration of storage phase had a predominant influence on the overall virus
removal. The relative importance of physical heterogeneity increased under physicochemical conditions that
reduced virus removal (e.g. lower value of sticking efficiency or solid phase inactivation rate). This study provides valuable insight on site selection of ASR projects and an approach to optimize ASR operational parameters
(e.g. storage time) for virus removal and to minimize costs associated with post-recovery treatment.
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1. Introduction
Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is increasingly used worldwide to
replenish aquifers to meet growing demands for a secure and sustainable supply of potable and non-potable water. MAR is a broad term for a
variety of methods of recharging and recovering water from aquifers.
For example, one of the most common types of MAR is the Aquifer
Storage and Recovery (ASR) technique (Page et al., 2016) which injects
and recovers water via the same well. A variety of water types such as
stormwater runoff and secondary treated wastewater can be used as
source water in ASR schemes. The source water (e.g., urban stormwater) is usually contaminated with pathogenic microbes such as
viruses, bacteria, and protozoa. Viruses are generally designated as the
microbial pathogen of greatest risk because of their low infectious dose
and potential to travel long distances in aquifers (Reynolds et al., 2008).

⁎

Several studies have reported that viruses can travel several hundred
meters or may be viable for several months (or even years) under certain environmental conditions (Sidhu et al., 2015; Torkzaban et al.,
2006; Schijven et al., 2016). The potential for large transport distance
and long-term survival for pathogenic viruses in aquifers is a significant
public health concern. Indeed, one of the main impediments to the
uptake of ASR has been attributed to the presence of pathogenic viruses
in the recovered water (NRMMC-EPHC-NHMRC, 2009). Recovered ASR
water is therefore subjected to expensive post-treatments to remove/
inactivate pathogens (Dillon et al., 2010).
Schijven and Hassanizadeh (2000) presented a comprehensive review on factors and processes influencing virus removal in laboratory
and field studies. Processes influencing virus transport and removal in
aquifers include advective and dispersive transport, attachment to and
detachment from sediment surfaces, and inactivation in aqueous and on
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solid phases (Sasidharan et al., 2018; Anders and Chrysikopoulos,
2005). In addition, previous research suggests that physical and geochemical heterogeneities of the aquifer play an important role in the
process of microbial transport and removal (Bhattacharjee et al., 2002;
Maxwell et al., 2007; Rehmann et al., 1999; Katzourakis and
Chrysikopoulos, 2018). For example, preferential flow paths, such as
fractures or regions with high hydraulic conductivity, in a physically
heterogeneous aquifer are recognized to significantly increase the
transport of contaminants and microbial pathogens in aquifers
(Masciopinto et al., 2008; Bradford et al., 2017). Accurate predictions
of virus removal during ASR, therefore, require consideration of removal factors and aquifer heterogeneity. These predictions can then be
used to evaluate the suitability of the recovered water for its intended
use and to determine the required degree of post-recovery treatment.
Aquifers are known to be physically and geochemically heterogeneous (Harvey et al., 1993, Kitanidis, 1997; Dagan et al., 2003). Poor
characterization of aquifer heterogeneity is an important factor that
hampers accurate predictions of both flow and contaminant transport.
In contrast to homogeneous conditions, aquifer heterogeneity is expected to produce irregular concentration fronts with enhanced virus
transport in certain parts of the aquifer. The last two decades have seen
the development of a relatively large number of models that predict
flow and solute transport in heterogeneous porous media (Jarvis and
Larsbo, 2012; Šimůnek et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2014). However, most
microbial modeling studies reported in the literature have only dealt
with homogeneous porous media (Anders and Chrysikopoulos, 2005;
Jin and Flury, 2002; Rockhold et al., 2004; Unc and Goss, 2004). Relatively speaking, there are fewer studies that have considered the effect
of physical and chemical aquifer heterogeneity on virus transport and
removal (Hornstra et al., 2018; Bhattacharjee et al., 2002; Pang, 2009;
Sinreich and Flynn, 2011). Recently, Katzourakis and Chrysikopoulos
(2018) extensively investigated the effect of spatially variable attachment coefficient on biocolloid transport in geochemically heterogeneous porous formations and suggested that neglecting to account for
aquifer chemical heterogeneity may lead to erroneous predictions of
virus transport in porous media. To date, the effect of aquifer heterogeneity on the virus removal performance during ASR, in which injection and recovery occur from the same well, has not yet been studied.
Few ASR field experiments have been conducted to investigate virus
removal because they are expensive, time-consuming, and experimentally challenging (Sidhu et al., 2015). Nonetheless, several laboratory
and field studies using bacterial viruses as surrogates for human viruses
during aquifer recharge have yielded significant insight into the processes of virus transport and removal during ASR. For example, virus
attachment rates appear to be faster than detachment rates in field
studies (Bales et al., 1997; Schijven et al., 1999, Schijven and
Hassanizadeh, 2000, Anders and Chrysikopoulos, 2005, Hornstra et al.,
2018). Several lab studies have shown that virus inactivation rate is
much greater when they are attached on mineral surfaces than in free
water (Hsu et al., 2011; Sasidharan et al., 2018). In contrast, several
other studies reported that mineral surfaces such as quartz sand and
clay-sized particles offered protection against virus inactivation under
certain conditions (Anders and Chrysikopoulos, 2006; Chrysikopoulos
and Aravantinou, 2012). Consequently, the relative importance of solid
phase inactivation remains a controversial (or perhaps case-specific)
issue. Recently, Sasidharan et al. (2018) reported that virus removal by
attachment and solid phase inactivation may be enhanced by adjusting
the storage time in the ASR operation. However, no studies have systematically investigated the influence of storage time on the removal of
viruses due to attachment and solid phase inactivation of viruses during
ASR.
In this paper, we have developed a two-dimensional axisymmetric
virus transport model to assess the removal of viruses in an ASR scheme
under various operational conditions. In this model, aquifer heterogeneity is considered either as layered or random distributions of

hydraulic conductivity with various standard deviations and correlation
lengths. The virus transport equation is coupled with the fluid flow
equation. The model is used to perform a systematic investigation on
the influence of virus removal parameters (attachment, detachment,
and solid and aqueous phase inactivation), physical and chemical
aquifer heterogeneity, and storage time on virus removal during ASR.
We show that the incorporation of aquifer heterogeneity into the
transport model results in predictions which are significantly different
than those obtained from models developed for homogeneous aquifers.
2. Materials and method
2.1. Governing equations
We assumed an ASR system with a fully penetrated pumping well
installed in a confined aquifer. The three-dimensional domain was
modeled using a two-dimensional axisymmetric cross-section. The
vertical axis of rotation was located at the pumping well (herein referred to as the ASR well). An ASR cycle consisted of an injection,
storage, and recovery phase. The groundwater velocity was assumed to
be at steady-state during each phase and the transition period between
two phases was neglected. Furthermore, the effect of flow reversal
during the recovery phase on mobilization of attached viruses was
neglected based on available results in the literature (Sasidharan et al.,
2018). During the injection phase, water with a constant virus concentration was injected into the aquifer and a concentration front
moved away from the ASR well. During the recovery phase, stored
water was extracted via the same ASR well and the concentration front
moved toward the well. For simplicity, we assume that the injection and
recovery flow rates were the same and the effect of regional groundwater flow was not considered during these phases. Our axisymmetric
model does not allow the simulation of non-symmetric conditions such
as regional groundwater flow. Modelling virus transport in an ASR
scheme with a regional hydraulic gradient requires a 3-dimensional
model which introduces extra variables and complicates the investigation. In this paper, we have sought to understand the fundamental removal processes of viruses in ASR systems in which the
average water velocity during injection and recovery phases is significantly greater than the native groundwater velocity. However, to
study virus removal during storage phase, the water velocity was determined based on a regional hydraulic gradient of 0.001 to estimate
the attachment rate coefficient (to be discussed later).
The governing equation for the two-dimensional, axisymmetric, and
transient water flow in a heterogeneous confined aquifer is as follows
(Schijven et al., 2010):
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where h [L, where L denotes units of length] is the hydraulic head, t [T,
where T denotes units of time] is the time, Ss [L−1] is the specific
storage, and kz and kr [L T−1] are the hydraulic conductivity in the z
(vertical) and r (radial) [L] directions. The spatially distributed hydraulic heads were determined and then used to calculate the water
velocity by applying Darcy’s law as vr = ( kr / n)( h/ r ) and
vz = ( k z /n)( h/ z ) where vr [L T−1] and vz [L T−1] are the vertical and
radial pore water velocities, respectively, with porosity denoted by n
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Virus transport in the aquifer was described using the advection–dispersion equation along with appropriate terms for virus attachment, detachment, and inactivation:
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size particles. The sticking efficiency parameter (α) is defined as the
ratio of the number of collisions that result in attachment to the total
number of collisions (Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004). Essentially, the
value of α represents the probability that a collision will succeed in
attachment. The significance of the sticking efficiency is that, in contrast to Katt, it is considered to be independent of flow velocity.
In this study, the representative sediment grain size was taken to be
d10 [L] (Bradford et al., 2017) i.e., where 10% of the sediment mass is
finer than d10. The value of d10 was related to the hydraulic conductivity (K) distribution using the Kozeny–Carman equation (Bear,
1972) as:

µs S

where C* is the normalized virus concentration defined as C/Cin (where
Cin [N L−3] is the number [N] of virus per unit volume in water during
the injection phase), S* is the normalized adsorbed virus concentration
S
defined as S = nCb (S [N M−1] is the number of attached viruses per
in
unit mass [M] of sediment and ρb [M L−3] is the bulk density of the
sediment), µl and µs [T−1] are the inactivation rate coefficients for the
free viruses and attached viruses, respectively, and Katt and Kdet [T−1]
are rate constants for virus attachment and detachment, respectively,
that will be described later. Finally, Dzz and Drr [L2 T−1] are the dispersion coefficients in z and r directions, given by:
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Spatial variations in the hydraulic conductivity result in a heterogeneous flow field that influences virus transport and the concentration
distribution in the aquifer. Two types of physical heterogeneity were
investigated: layered and random heterogeneities. In a layered system,
the aquifer was divided into three layers with separate hydraulic conductivities. Aquifers with fractures, large blocks of macro-pores, or
various sedimentary deposits may be described as a layered aquifer
(Ibaraki and Sudicky, 1995).
Evidence from field-scale hydraulic conductivity measurements indicates that the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity is lognormally distributed (Sudicky and MacQuarrie, 1989). Indeed, Freeze
(1975) pointed out that the lognormal distribution of K typically has a
standard deviation (in log base 10 units) ranging from 0.2 to 2.0. In this
study, we employed the HYDRUS (2D/3D) computer software (Simunek
et al., 2016) to generate stochastic (random) distributions of hydraulic
conductivity scaling factor. HYDRUS uses the spectral approach of
Mejia and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1974) which is based on an auto-correlated log-normal distribution. Using this method, a specific K value can
be assigned to the flow domain that is then multiplied in each node by a
scaling factor (λ). The stochastic distribution requires three input
parameters: the standard deviation (σ) of log10((λ)), and its correlation
length in the lateral (the X-correlation length) and vertical (the Z-correlation length) directions. The value of σ determines the extent of
variations in the scaling factors, with higher values leading to higher
variations in scaling factors. On the other hand, the correlation length is
a measure of the distance in a specific direction that scaling factors are
related. A high value of the X-correlation length means that the scaling
factor maintains similar values for a greater horizontal distance. In this
study, various combinations of σ and lateral correlation length were
considered.

(4)

where d50 [L] is the median grain size, α [−] is the sticking efficiency
and η [−] is the single-collector contact efficiency representing the
ratio of the number of particles approaching the collector to the number
of particles striking a collector. A correlation equation developed by
Messina et al. (2015) was used to calculate η as a function of parameters
such as Peclet number, grain size, virus size, and virus density
(1.05 g cm−3). This recently developed equation provides η values
lower than one over a wide range of parameters and it is valid for virusTable 1
Hydrologic and transport parameters used in the model simulations.
Parameter

Basic value

Well radius
Aquifer thickness
Anisotropy ration (r:z)
Injection and recovery rates
Hydraulic conductivity, K
Specific storage, Ss
Dispersity (longitudinal), αr
Dispersity (transverse), αz
Porosity, n

0.1 m
20 m
1
300 m3 day−1
5 m day−1
1 × 10−5 m−1
0.1 m
0.01 m
0.4

Transport Parameters
Median grain diameter, d50
Virus diameter, dp
Sticking efficiency, α
Detachment rate coefficient, Kdet
Aqueous inactivation rate coefficient, µl
Solid phase inactivation rate coefficient, µs

2.5 × 10−4 m
5.0 × 10−8 m
1 × 10−3
0.001 day−1
0.01 day−1
0.05 day−1

−1

2.3. Physical heterogeneity of aquifer

Table 1 shows the baseline flow and transport parameters used in
the simulations. The ranges of these parameters, typically estimated in
laboratory and field studies, are also listed in the table. All simulations
were conducted using parameter values that lie within the specified
ranges. Even in cases of randomly heterogeneous conditions, the hydraulic conductivity and geochemical distributions were determined
such that the specified ranges of these heterogeneities were never exceeded.
For our modeling purposes, attachment and detachment were
modeled as first-order processes. According to the Colloid Filtration
Theory (CFT), the attachment coefficient is assumed to be related to the
average flow velocity as (Yao et al., 1971):

v

(5)
−1

where w [M L ] is the density of water, Xw [M L T ] is the dynamic viscosity of water, and g [L T−2] is the acceleration due to
gravity. Note that d50 = d10Ui, where Ui is the uniformity coefficient
that was taken to be 4. The use of Eq. (5) in this manner allowed d50 in
CFT calculations to be related to K.

vr vr
|v|

2.2. Model parameters

3 (1 n)
2 d50

0.5

−3

where z and z [L] are the vertical and radial dispersivities,|v| [L T−1]
is the velocity magnitude and Ddiff [L2 T−1] is the molecular diffusion
coefficient.

K att =

KXw 180(1 n) 2
n3
wg

Comments

2.4. Correlation of the sticking efficiency with the hydraulic conductivity

100–1000
0.1–100

A randomly distributed K leads to spatial variations of the pore
water velocity and d10 as described by Eqs. (1) and (5). Moreover, the
parameter α in Eq. (4) was assumed to be correlated with K. Consequently, spatial variability in K produced random values of Katt. Unlike
the grain size parameter (d50), there are no established empirical expressions relating the value of α to K. The empirical approach of
Garabedian et al. (1988) was therefore employed to relate α to K as:

0–1 × 10−2
0–0.1 day−1
0–0.1 day−1
0–0.1 day−1

ln( ) = ln( ) + ln(K )
where
3

is the correlation coefficient and

(6)
represents the portion of
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the sticking efficiency that depends on solution (e.g., pH and ionic
strength), sediment (e.g., metal oxide content), and virus properties
(e.g., surface properties) that cannot be accounted for by variability in
the K field. Therefore, the effects of variability of solution, sediment,
and virus properties were not directly considered and were beyond the
scope of this paper. Using this approach, it is possible for the value of α
to be positively correlated to K ( > 0) , negatively correlated to K
( < 0) , or uncorrelated to K ( = 0) . Note that in case of a constant
value of α the variability of Katt only occurs through spatial variability
of d50 and v using Eq. (4). In an aquifer with randomly distributed
heterogeneities, we assumed ( < 0) because previous research found
that the value of α was higher in a low-conductivity than in a highconductivity porous media (Harvey et al., 1993; Morley et al., 1998).
This finding was attributed to the presence of iron-rich coatings, minerals which were most abundant in the finer-grained sediments,
leading to greater colloid sticking efficiencies. The value of
was
chosen as −0.1. The value of was chosen to range between 10-5 for
highly unfavorable attachment conditions (e.g. anoxic conditions) to
10-2 for modestly favorable conditions reported for limestone aquifer
(Sasidharan et al., 2017). For the simulations performed in this paper,
detachment was assumed to be uncorrelated with K as there is no established empirical expression in the literature relating the value of Kdet
to K.
Several virus transport models have been developed that incorporate constant first-order inactivation of free (μl) and attached (μs)
viruses (Chrysikopoulos and Sim, 1996; Sim and Chrysikopoulos,
1996). Based on the existence two or more subpopulations of viruses in
a suspension with different inactivation rate coefficients, Sim and
Chrysikopoulos (1996) also developed a transport model, incorporating
kinetic reversible adsorption and different time-dependent inactivation
rate coefficients for suspended and attached viruses. This more sophisticated way of modeling virus inactivation during subsurface
transport under saturated conditions may also be useful when considering heterogeneous populations of different viruses that exhibit
multiphasic inactivation. However, in this study, we modelled virus
inactivation as a first-order decay process with different rate coefficients for free and attached viruses. Literature data show that inactivation rate coefficients of viruses in the solution phase range between 0.005 and 0.1 day−1, depending on the temperature and virus
type (Sidhu et al., 2015, Hornstra et al., 2018). In our simulations, the
solution-phase inactivation coefficient was set to 0.01 day−1. For surface inactivation, the values of µs were chosen to range from 0 to
0.1 day−1. Recent research has shown that values of µs for bacteriophages PRD1 and ΦX174 were several orders of magnitude greater
than µl (Sasidharan et al., 2018). Bacteriophages MS2, PRD1 and
ΦX174 are commonly used as surrogates to human viruses (Schijven
and Hassanizadeh, 2000). However, recent experimental studies with
real pathogenic enteric viruses (adenovirus) have reported that the
attachment behavior of surrogate phages MS2 and ΦX174 is substantially different to that of adenovirus (Bellou et al., 2015; Schijven
et al., 2003). Therefore, results based on bacteriophages may not always be representative to true pathogenic enteric viruses.

Fig. 1. Cross-section of the axisymmetrical modeling domain and boundary
conditions BC0 (no flux of water or virus), BC1 (water and virus enter and leave
the domain), and BC2 (a constant head for water and zero virus concentration).
Corresponding boundary condition equations for water flow and virus transport
are listed in Table 2.
Table 2
Boundary conditions (see Fig. 1 for a schematic of the modeling domain).
Boundary

Description

BC0

No flux of water and virus
across boundary
Screen of the ASR well with a
constant flux of water into (−)
and out (+) of the domain

BC1

BC2

Right outer boundary, a
constant head for water and
zero virus concentration

Water flow
h
r

or

h
z

h
r

=

Q
Aw kr

=0

Virus transport
C
r

C
z

=0

C = 1 (during
injection)
C
r

h=B

or

=0

(during

recovery)
C =0

head is constant (equal to the aquifer thickness B in these simulations),
and the virus concentration was zero. BC0 designates no flux of water
and viruses across the boundaries. The coupled groundwater flow and
virus transport equations accounting for all the processes of attachment,
detachment, inactivation, as well as physical and geochemical heterogeneities, were implemented and solved using COMSOL Multiphysics
software (COMSOL, Inc., Palo Alto, CA 94301). We made use of the
Infinite Element Domain feature of COMSOL. This feature performs a
coordinate scaling in the radial direction to the selected domain such
that boundary conditions on the outside of the infinite layer are effectively applied at a very large distance. Therefore, unwanted effects of
artificial boundary conditions on the region of interest are suppressed.
This allows modeling details in a transport domain, which is actually
very large or infinite. The simulations were performed using a finite
element mesh comprising 76,822 triangular elements. The optimal
mesh resolution was determined by starting from a smaller number of
elements and doubling the number until the concentration profiles from
two consecutive meshes were found to be within a few percent (1–3%).
2.6. Numerical experiments
2.6.1. Virus transport in heterogeneous aquifer
Numerical experiments were initially conducted to highlight the
capabilities of the model and provide some insight on the processes of
virus transport during ASR in aquifers with different types of heterogeneity. In these simulations, aquifer heterogeneity was considered
either as layered or random distributions of hydraulic conductivity with
various standard deviations and correlation lengths. The basic values of
the model parameters and their range of variation for the numerical
simulations are listed in Table 1. The range of parameter values covered
possible scenarios for virus transport in sandy aquifers, which has been
determined in many field or laboratory studies (Schijven and
Hassanizadeh, 2000).

2.5. Numerical model approach and model setup
The axisymmetric modeling domain is shown in Fig. 1. The initial
conditions were defined as a constant hydraulic head and zero virus
concentration everywhere in the domain. The boundary conditions for
the flow and virus transport equations are listed in Table 2. At boundary
BC1, the screen of the ASR well is situated where there is a constant flux
of water into (during the injection phase) and out (during the recovery
phase) of the domain. The value of dispersivity for nodes located in the
well was set to zero allowing to implement Dirichlet boundary conditions (C*=1) for virus injection at BC1 during the injection phase.
During the recovery phase, a zero dispersive flux was assigned for
viruses at BC1. At the boundary BC2, it was assumed that the hydraulic
4
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2.6.2. Virus concentration in the recovered water
Additional simulations were conducted to examine the effect of
removal parameters (attachment, detachment, and solid and aqueous
phase inactivation), physical and chemical aquifer heterogeneity, and
storage time on the extent of virus removal during ASR. In this case,
normalized virus concentrations (C*) in the recovered water at the ASR
well were calculated for a range of aquifer heterogeneities (σ for ln(K),
radial correlation length, and correlations of α with K), sticking efficiencies, detachment rates, solid phase inactivation rates, and storage
durations that would be expected in the field. Note that the values of C*
were flux-averaged concentrations during the recovery phase. They
were obtained after an injection phase of 60 days and plotted on a
logarithmic scale as a function of recovery time. A constant mean K
value of 5 m day−1 was assumed in all subsequent simulations.
Moreover, all simulations were performed for a log-normally distributed K field with a given parameter set of σ, X, and Z. Unless
otherwise mentioned the storage phase was neglected, and the recovery
phase started immediately after the completion of 60 days of injection.

A
K=50, =1×10-5

C*

K=5, =1×10-3
K=25, =1×10-4

B
K=50, =1×10-3
K=5, =1×10-5
K=25, =1×10-4

Fig. 3. Relative importance of combined effects of layered physical and geochemical heterogeneity on the transport of viruses in a model aquifer. The
normalized virus concentration profiles are shown at t = 30 days for an aquifer
containing three layers with different properties. The values of K and α for each
layer are shown in each figure. The values of other parameters used in the
simulations are listed in Table 1. The contour labels indicate the normalized
virus concentration C*.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Virus transport in an aquifer with distinct layered heterogeneity
Simulations in this section considered three distinct formation
layers with different hydraulic conductivities. The value of K equaled
50, 5, and 25 m day−1 in the top, middle, and bottom layers, respectively. Fig. 2 presents distribution of normalized virus concentrations in
the model domain after 30 days of injection. A constant value of α = 0
(completely unfavorable for attachment) and α = 1 × 10-4 was used in
the top and bottom figures, respectively. The K value of the top layer
was an order of magnitude larger than the K value in the layer below.
Therefore, water in the top layer flowed faster than the other layers,
and therefore most of the viruses migrated with the water flow through
this more permeable layer. This example points out the paramount
importance of preferential flow paths on virus transport. It is also noted
that increasing α from 0 to 1 × 10-4 considerably lowered virus
movement in the aquifer.

Fig. 3 shows the combined effects of layered geochemical and
physical heterogeneity on distribution of normalized virus concentrations in the aquifer after 30 days. The aquifer shown here consisted of
three layers with the same value of K as in Fig. 2, but with different
combinations of α. In Fig. 3A, an inverse relationship between K and α
was assumed; e.g., values of α were assigned to be 1 × 10-5, 1 × 10-3,
and 1 × 10-4 in the top, middle, and bottom layers, respectively. Conversely, a positive correlation between K and α was considered in
Fig. 3B by assigning α = 1 × 10-3, 1 × 10-5, and 1 × 10-4 in the top,
central, and bottom layer, respectively. All other conditions were kept
the same in the two simulations. The results clearly show that a decreased attachment of viruses in the layer with the lowest value of α
(1 × 10-5) and highest value of K resulted in preferential migration of
viruses through that layer (Fig. 3A). We observe that the combination of
physical and geochemical heterogeneity significantly affected the
movement patterns of viruses in the aquifer and that an inverse relationship between K and α was a worst-case (maximum) scenario for
virus transport.

A
C*

3.2. Virus transport in an aquifer with randomly distributed heterogeneity
The above simulations considered highly idealized scenarios,
whereas natural aquifers can be highly heterogeneous with a lognormal distribution of K. In Fig. 4, we show the influence of a lognormal distributed K (with a mean value of 5 m day−1) on virus
transport in the aquifer. The simulations were performed for a value
of 1 × 10-4 and the localized value of α was correlated to the value of K
through Eq. [6] with = −0.1. Under such conditions, variations of K
led to local variations of the pore water velocity, d50, and α in the
aquifer. Therefore, spatial variability of these parameters resulted in
local variations of Katt (Eqs. [4–6]). Fig. 4 shows the simulated distribution of normalized virus concentrations in the aquifer after 30 days
of injection. In this case, the value of σ for ln(K) (e.g., the physical
heterogeneity) increased from 0.7, 1.4, and 2.1 in the top, middle, and
bottom figures, respectively. The correlation lengths of X and Z were
taken as 0.5 in these simulations. The virus concentration variability
and location of the front tended to increase with an increase in σ.
Maximum and minimum values of K in the model domain increased and
decreased, respectively, with increasing σ. For example, values of K

B

Fig. 2. Virus concentration profiles during the injection phase at t = 30 days for
different layered hydraulic conductivity field as shown; (A) a uniform field of
α = 0 (zero attachment); (B) a uniform field of α = 1 × 10-4. The values of
other parameters are shown in Table 1. The contour labels indicate the normalized virus concentration C*.
5
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hydraulic conductivity, acting as preferential pathways, were more
connected in which the virus advection velocity was significantly
higher. In addition, the rate of virus attachment through the high K
zones decreases with increasing flow velocity, resulting in less attenuated virus concentration profile. The low velocity regions with depleted virus transport are also more prevalent for larger value of X.
Consequently, greater non-uniformity of the virus concentration front
occurred for larger radial correlation length which yielded greater deviations from the homogeneous aquifer with uniform fronts. The effect
of heterogeneity was also evident in the distribution of conservative
tracer concentrations which showed more dispersion than the homogeneous case (data not shown).
3.3. Virus concentration in the recovered water
3.3.1. Sensitivity to aquifer heterogeneity
To explore the impact of spatial variability of K on virus concentration in the recovered water, a series of simulations was performed
with different values of σ of ln(K). Values of σ = 0.7, 1.44, and 2.1 were
chosen to represent low, intermediate, and high levels of heterogeneity
in K, respectively. In these simulations, detachment and inactivation
coefficients were set to zero and thus virus removal occurred only due
to irreversible virus attachment to aquifer sediments. In addition, the
was set to 1 × 10-3, which was a relatively conservative
value of
value based on many laboratory and field studies (Sasidharan et al.,
2018; Sasidharan et al., 2017). Note that the localized values of α and
d50 were correlated to the value of K through equations (5) and (6). A
similar simulation was also performed for the homogeneous aquifer
(σ = 0) with a hydraulic conductivity of 5 m day−1 for comparison
purposes.
Fig. 6 shows values of C* as a function of recovery time for aquifers
with various degrees of heterogeneity. Note that at the start of the recovery phase, the virus concentration was the same as the input concentration during the injection phase (i.e. C*=1) because the inactivation of viruses was not considered. As expected, virus
concentration in the recovered water decreased over the recovery time.
For example, a more than 2 log10 reduction in virus concentration

Fig. 4. Influence of randomly distributed hydraulic conductivity on virus
transport. The simulations were performed for a continuous injection of viruses
at the ASR well for 30 days. The value of α was set to 1 × 10−4 and α was
correlated with K through Eq. (6). The three plots represent the virus concentration distribution (C*) after 30 days. In all cases, the K field was generated
using a mean value of K = 5 m day−1 and correlation lengths of 0.5. The
standard deviations (σ) of ln(K) were (A) 0.7, (B) 1.4, and (C) 2.1. The values of
other parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table 1.

exhibited two orders of magnitude variations for σ = 2.1. Locations
with high K provided preferential pathways for virus transport, whereas
low K regions behaved as natural barriers to flow that decreased the
transport of viruses. Virus concentrations were therefore very low in
regions with low K (see lighter shades in Fig. 4C).
Fig. 5 presents the virus concentration distribution when σ of ln(K)
was 2.1, the vertical correlation length (Z) was 0.5 m, and the radial
correlation length (X) was 5 m (Fig. 5A) and 50 m (Fig. 5B). The results
illustrate that the virus concentration fronts moved faster in regions
with higher value of X. When the value of X = 50 m, zones with higher

Fig. 6. Normalized virus concentrations at the ASR well as a function of recovery time obtained from heterogeneous and homogeneous simulations following 60 days of injection. Values of σ of ln(K) were 0.7, 1.44, and 2.1 to
represent low, intermediate, and high levels of heterogeneity in K field with
mean K of 5 m day−1. Detachment and inactivation coefficients were set to zero
and thus virus removal occurred only due to virus attachment to aquifer sediments. The value of was set to 1 × 10−3 and the localized values of α and d50
were correlated to K according to equations (5) and (6). A similar simulation
was also performed for the homogeneous aquifer (σ = 0) with a hydraulic
conductivity of 5 m day−1 for comparison purposes. The values of other parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 5. Influence of randomly distributed hydraulic conductivity on virus
transport. The value of was set to 1 × 10−4 and α was correlated with K using
Eq. (6). The two plots represent the virus concentration distribution (C*) after
30 days of injection. In all cases, the K field was generated using a mean value
of K = 5 m day−1. The standard deviation (σ) of ln(K) was 2.1 with (A) X = 5 m
and Z = 0.5 m and (B) X = 50 m and Z = 0.5 m. The values of other parameters
used in the simulations are listed in Table 1.
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occurred after approximately 10 days of water recovery. Differences in
C* for the heterogeneous and homogeneous aquifers were initially
small because the recovered viruses had only traveled short distances in
the aquifer and experienced little attachment. However, differences in
C* for the heterogeneous and homogeneous aquifers increased at later
stages of recovery, especially for higher values of σ. For example, the
values of C* for the heterogeneous aquifer with σ = 2.1 was around 4
orders of magnitude higher than those for the homogeneous aquifer by
the end of the recovery phase (day 60). This reflects a decrease in virus
removal with an increase in aquifer physical heterogeneity. For example, a 3 log10 (0.001) reduction in the virus concentration occurred
after 21, 13, 8, and 7 days when σ of ln(K) equaled 2.1, 1.4, 0.7, and 0,
respectively.
The difference between virus removal for heterogeneous and
homogeneous cases can be attributed to spatially variable v, α, and d50
which also results in heterogeneity in Katt. In higher permeable zones a
decrease in virus attachment occurs due to lower Katt. Conversely, an
increased virus removal is expected in lower permeable zones due to
higher Katt. The slight difference between the results from homogeneous
and heterogeneous aquifers with σ = 0.7 is attributed to the fact that
the volume of high permeability zones was small and they were mainly
isolated. Therefore, viruses were likely to encounter low permeable
zones during their transport in the aquifer which produced higher virus
attachment. Consequently, spatial variability of K in an aquifer with
low amounts of heterogeneity may not have a large influence on virus
removal during ASR. Conversely, more volume of the aquifer was
characterized by the tails of the K distribution when σ increased to 1.4
or 2.1. The “high K” tail may be thought of as highly conductive regions
with small values Katt. Note that the relationship between Katt and K was
highly nonlinear, and resulted in significant decreases in Katt with increasing K. Therefore, when the volume of highly conductive zones was
increased with increasing σ, these zones acted as preferential pathways
for virus transport with less chance of encountering low permeability
zones. The model simulations suggest that reduced virus removal is
expected in aquifers with high σ compared to homogeneous aquifers.
An additional suite of simulations was conducted to explore the
impact of the radial correlation length (X) on virus removal during the
ASR operation. Three different values for the radial correlation length
(X = 0.5, 5, and 50) were examined for a fixed value of σ = 1.4. Recall
that the radial correlation length is a measure of the radial distance that
similar values of K are maintained. Fig. 7 shows the values of C* in the
recovered water when X = 0.5, 5, and 50 m. Less virus removal

occurred as the value of X was increased. For example, the virus concentration after 30 days of recovery only decreased by 2.5 log10 when
X = 50 m, whereas it was reduced by 5 log10 when X = 0.5 (Fig. 7).
These results indicate that virus removal might be significantly lower in
aquifers when high permeability zones with low virus attachment rates
(higher d50 and lower α) are laterally connected to greater lengths
(higher X). In contrast, an aquifer with a smaller value of X , comprising
many isolated high permeability zones, provides significantly higher
levels of virus removal. The significant difference between the homogeneous and heterogeneous aquifers when σ and X were high, highlights
the importance of physicochemical heterogeneity on the virus removal
performance during ASR.
3.3.2. Influence of sticking efficiency
For the previous simulations, we assumed that the mean sticking
efficiency ( ) was 1 × 10−3. However, this model parameter can vary
by orders of magnitude (Hornstra et al., 2018; Bradford and Torkzaban,
2013; Bradford and Torkzaban, 2015; Chu et al., 2003). The sticking
efficiency is a function of the water chemistry as well as virus and sediment surface properties (Knappett et al., 2008; Pham et al., 2009;
Sadeghi et al., 2013). An additional series of simulations was therefore
carried out to explore the impact of the sticking efficiency on virus
removal during ASR in heterogeneous aquifers. In these simulations,
the value of varied across the heterogeneous aquifer because it was
correlated with K using Eq. [6], and the values of detachment and inactivation rate coefficients were set to zero. Fig. 8 presents plots of the
predicted influence of on recovered C* in an aquifer with σ = 1.4 and
a horizontal correlation length of 50 m. This value of σ = 1.4 was
chosen to represent an intermediate level of heterogeneity in K. Other
model parameters are given in Table 1. It is noted that increasing
from 1 × 10−5 to 1 × 10−2 significantly increased the removal of
viruses. For example, when
was 1 × 10−2, the values of C* were
found to reduce by almost 5 log10 in less than 5 days of water recovery.
Conversely, decreasing to 1 × 10−5 resulted in little virus removal;
e.g., C* was reduced by less than 0.5 log10 after 60 days. In this case, the
behavior of virus transport in the aquifer was somewhat similar to that
of a conservative tracer. These simulation results indicate that characterization of for a given aquifer appears to be an important consideration for accurately quantifying field-scale virus removal during
the ASR operation.
3.3.3. Influence of virus detachment
Consistent with the colloid filtration theory (Eq. (4)) the previous
simulations assumed irreversible virus attachment onto the sediment

Fig. 7. Normalized virus concentrations at the ASR well as a function of recovery time obtained from a heterogeneous aquifer when σ of ln(K) was 1.44
and the correlation length in radial direction (X) was 0.5, 5, and 50 m. Results
obtained after 60 days of injection and for the mean K value of 5 m day−1.
Detachment and inactivation coefficients were set to zero and the value of
was set to 1 × 10−3. The values of other parameters used in the simulations are
shown in Table 1.

Fig. 8. Influence of sticking efficiency (α) on virus removal during ASR in a
heterogeneous aquifer. Normalized virus concentrations were obtained at the
ASR well during the recovery phase after 60 days of injection. The standard
deviation (σ) of ln(K) was 1.4 with X = 50 m and Z = 0.5 m. The localized value
of α was correlated with K using Eq. (6). The values of other parameters used in
the simulations are shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 9. Influence of virus detachment rate constants (Kdet) on virus removal
during ASR in a heterogeneous aquifer. Normalized virus concentrations were
obtained at the ASR well during the recovery phase after 60 days of injection.
The standard deviation (σ) of ln(K) was 1.4 with X = 5 m and Z = 0.5 m. The
value of was set to 1 × 10-3 and the localized α was correlated with K using
Eq. [6]. The values of other parameters used in the simulations are shown in
Table 1.

Fig. 10. Influence of inactivation rate constants (µs) of attached viruses on virus
removal during ASR in a heterogeneous aquifer. Normalized virus concentrations were obtained at the ASR well during the recovery phase after 60 days of
injection. The transport parameters were taken as follows: σ = 2.1; X = 5 m;
Z = 0.5 m; =0.001; Kdet = 0.001 day−1; µl = 0.01 day−1. The values of other
parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table 1.

of nucleic acid (Gerba, 1983). The most important factors affecting the
virus inactivation rate include temperature, groundwater microbial
activity, pH, salt species and concentration, and virus type (McCarthy
and McKay, 2004; Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000). The inactivation
rate coefficient for human enteric viruses in groundwater, determined
at several MAR sites in Australia, was found to be very small
(~0.01 day−1) (Sidhu et al., 2015). However, attachment of viruses to
mineral surfaces appears to play an important role in virus inactivation.
Many researchers have reported that virus inactivation is generally
accelerated when they are attached to solid surfaces compared to those
in the liquid phase (Ryan et al., 2002; Sasidharan et al., 2018; Schijven
et al., 1999). This enhanced inactivation has been attributed to strong
adhesive forces between viruses and mineral surfaces (Harvey and
Ryan, 2004). In addition, some research has indicated that the strength
of virus attachment may also increase with the residence time (Mondon
et al., 2003; Torkzaban et al., 2013; Vadillo-Rodriguez et al., 2004; Xu
and Logan, 2006), and this may further enhance solid phase inactivation.

surfaces. This assumption has been confirmed in studies involving oppositely charged viruses and collector surfaces (Foppen et al., 2006;
Torkzaban et al., 2006). On the other hand, transport studies involving
similarly charged viruses and collector surfaces have shown a finite rate
of virus detachment (Sasidharan et al., 2017; Schijven et al., 2003).
Hence, a series of simulations were performed to assess the importance
of virus detachment on the removal of viruses in a heterogeneous
aquifer with σ = 1.44 and X = 5 m. Fig. 9 presents illustrative examples
of the predicted influence of Kdet (0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01 day−1) on C* in
was set to
the recovered water. In these simulations, the value of
1 × 10−3 and no virus inactivation was considered. Increasing the
value of Kdet from zero to 0.01 day−1 increased the concentration of
viruses in the recovered water, especially at later stages of recovery. For
example, the concentration of viruses after 30 days of recovery was
reduced by 3 log10 when the Kdet was zero compared to less than 1 log10
reduction when Kdet was 0.01 day−1. It should be mentioned that the
magnitude of detachment rate constants of viruses from natural surfaces can vary widely and depends on the relative strengths of the adhesive and the diffusive forces (Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000;
Torkzaban et al., 2015). However, the rate coefficient for virus attachment has typically been reported to be higher than that for virus
detachment in field (Bales et al., 1997; Schijven et al., 1999) and laboratory (Sasidharan et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2012) studies.

3.3.5. Effects of storage phase
Up to this point, the storage phase of the ASR operation has been
neglected to focus the discussion on virus removal processes in heterogeneous aquifers during the injection and recovery phases.
However, the storage phase is an important component of an ASR
scheme during which viruses are transported in the aquifer with the
native groundwater flow. In this section, the effect of the duration of
storage phase on virus removal is investigated. The groundwater velocity during the storage phase was determined based on a regional hydraulic gradient of 0.001. We also assumed that Katt during the storage
phase was described with Eq. (4). In these simulations, the value of µs
was set to 0.05 day−1 and values of other parameters were the same as
those for the simulations shown in Fig. 10. For the conditions investigated in Fig. 11, increasing the duration of storage phase resulted
in a greater amount of virus removal. The marked effect of storage
phase on the extent of virus removal is attributed to the higher value of
µs employed in these simulations. As expected, larger values of µs result
in a greater decrease of the concentration of infective attached viruses
during the storage phase. Therefore, the rate of virus detachment is
decreased and less viruses can be detected in the recovered water.

3.3.4. Influence of solid phase inactivation and storage time
To explore the impact of solid phase inactivation (µs) on virus removal during ASR, a series of simulations was conducted with different
values of µs. Fig. 10 shows values of C* during the recovery phase from
a heterogeneous aquifer when µs ranged from 0 to 0.1 day−1. The other
transport parameters were taken as follows: σ = 2.1; X = 5 m;
Z = 0.5 m; =0.001; Kdet = 0.001 day−1; and µl = 0.01 day−1. Note
that a heterogeneous domain with a very large σ provides a worst-case
scenario for determining virus transport and risk assessment. As expected, increasing µs produced greater amounts of virus reduction in the
recovered water due to enhanced inactivation of attached viruses on the
sediment surfaces. In the initial periods of recovery phase, the effect of
µs on enhancing virus removal was small because of the short residence
time for virus attachment and inactivation. Conversely, µs had a marked
effect on reducing C* in later stages of recovery. Virus transport models
which does not incorporate the effect of solid phase inactivation of
attached viruses may, therefore, result in erroneous results for the extent of virus removal in ASR schemes.
Inactivation occurs when viruses lose their ability to infect host cells
and replicate because of disruption of proteins and/or the degradation

3.4. Virus removal for an ASR case study
An additional suite of simulations was conducted to evaluate virus
removal in an ASR scheme by assuming the transport parameters as
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Fig. 11. Normalized virus concentrations at the ASR well as a function of recovery time obtained from a heterogeneous aquifer for four different durations
of storage phase. Results obtained after 60 days of injection and the mean K
value of 5 m day−1. The model parameters were taken as follows: σ = 2.1;
X = 5 m; Z = 0.5 m;
= 0.001; Kdet = 0.001 day−1; µl = 0.01 day−1,
µs = 0.05 day−1. The groundwater velocity was determined based on a regional
hydraulic gradient of 0.001. The values of other parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 12. Normalized virus concentrations at the ASR well as a function of recovery time obtained from a heterogeneous and homogeneous aquifer. Results
obtained after 60 days of injection and the mean K value was 5 m day−1. The
model parameters were taken as follows:
= 0.145; Kdet = 0.23 day−1;
µs = 2.0 day−1; µl = 0.07 day−1. These values are reported in Sasidharan et al.
(2017) for three different bacteriophages obtained from column experiments
packed with sediment and stormwater collected from a MAR site in Parafield,
Australia. The stochastic parameters for the heterogeneous aquifer were taken
as σ = 2.07; X = 50 m in order to represent a highly heterogeneous aquifer.
Moreover, the storage phase was ignored, and water recovery started immediately after 60 days of injection. The values of other parameters used in the
simulations are shown in Table 1.

follows:
= 0.145;
Kdet = 0.23 day−1;
µs = 2.0 day−1;
µl = 0.07 day−1. These are averaged values obtained for three different
bacteriophages (MS2, PRD1, and X174) for a limestone aquifer reported in (Sasidharan et al. (2017). In that study, the transport of
bacteriophages was studied in column experiments packed with sediment and stormwater collected from an ASR site in Parafield, SA,
Australia. Virus breakthrough concentrations (BTCs) were successfully
simulated using an advective–dispersive model that accounted for rates
of attachment (Katt), detachment (Kdet), and solid phase inactivation
(µs). We employed the reported fitted values of Kdet, µs, measured µl,
and calculated in our model to evaluate the removal of viruses in both
homogeneous and heterogeneous aquifers. The stochastic parameters
for the heterogeneous aquifer were taken as σ = 2.07, Z = 5 m, and
X = 50 m to represent a highly heterogeneous aquifer with K values
exhibiting three orders of magnitude variations and many connected
high permeable lenses in the radial direction. Other model parameters
are given in Table 1. Moreover, the storage phase was ignored, and the
recovery phase was immediately started after 60 days of injection.
The combined effects of , Kdet, µs, and µl yielded interesting results
(Fig. 12). Under the examined conditions, model results demonstrate
that virus removal was significantly higher than those obtained in our
previous simulations because of greater rate constants of virus attachment and inactivation reported for the aquifer sediment. Consequently,
the vast majority of viruses were attached and subsequently inactivated
on the solid phase within just a few meters from the ASR well. For
example, virus concentration decreased by 6 log10 after about 5 days of
recovery. This time corresponds to a travel distance of 7.6 m from the
well. The results show that differences between the magnitudes of virus
removal for heterogeneous and homogeneous cases were negligible.
Because values of α and µs reported for this case study were significantly
high, the spatial distribution of water velocities only had a slight influence on the recovered concentrations of viruses. These findings
imply that if stormwater needs a 6 log10 (1 million-fold) reduction in
virus concentration before it can serve as drinking water, the practice of
ASR will lead to 92% of the recovered water will meet the requirement.
The remaining 8% of the initial recovered water that exceeds this
threshold should be further treated or discarded.

and removal during ASR. Both layered and log-normally distributed
heterogeneity can result in substantial changes in virus transport patterns. Our modeling results indicate that incorporation of aquifer heterogeneity resulted in faster virus transport and smaller virus removal
during ASR compared to those of a homogeneous aquifer. In order to
predict the virus treatment capacity of the aquifer in an ASR scheme,
some information regarding the degree of aquifer heterogeneity would,
therefore, be required.
The model also provides a valuable insight on the impact of various
removal processes such as attachment, detachment, and solid phase
virus inactivation. The virus sticking efficiency and surface inactivation
terms were found to have a great influence on virus concentrations
during the recovery phase. Large detachment constants may result in an
increased virus concentration in the recovered water during the recovery phase unless the surface inactivation rate is very large.
Furthermore, the model simulations showed that the solid phase inactivation had a greater influence on the overall virus removal compared to the liquid phase inactivation under realistic field conditions.
Results of this study suggest that simpler models that account for
virus transport through a homogeneous aquifer and ignore the influence of aquifer heterogeneity and surface inactivation may yield a
misleading picture of virus removal during ASR. It is important to accurately quantify the virus sticking efficiency, detachment, and inactivation of viruses by at least conducting a series of laboratory
column experiments employing aquifer sediments. One way to potentially minimize the risk of viruses during ASR operations is to provide
an adequate residence time for solid phase inactivation. This model,
coupled with reliable estimates of virus removal parameters, may lead
to adequate predictions of natural treatment performance of aquifers
targeted for ASR schemes.
Quantitative microbial risk assessment calculations for MAR systems have considered that liquid phase virus inactivation was the only
reliable mechanism for virus removal in the aquifer, and neglected
processes of virus attachment, detachment, and solid phase inactivation
(Dillon et al., 2008; Page et al., 2016). Results from this study provide
valuable insight on the relative importance of these removal processes

4. Concluding remarks
The results of this study demonstrate that incorporation of aquifer
heterogeneity has a marked effect on the prediction of virus transport
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for viruses during ASR and indicate that microbial risk assessments that
only consider liquid phase inactivation may be overly conservative in
many instances. Recognizing the removal of viruses via irreversible
attachment and/or solid phase inactivation during aquifer storage
would help to eliminate some of the expensive post-treatment for recovered MAR water. Stormwater harvesting coupled to ASR provides a
great opportunity to reuse this valuable resource that is often wasted.
Aquifers can act as a treatment barrier within a multiple-barrier approach to harvest and reuse urban stormwater.
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